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1.  Which of the following is international trade: 

A. Trade between provinces B. Trade between regions 

C. Trade between countries D. (b) and (c) of above 

 

2. Unilateral transfers______ 

A. all of the below   B. Are unrequited transfers 

C. Are one way transfers D. remittances. 

 

3. The exchange rate is 

(a) the price of one currency relative to gold. 

(b) the value of a currency relative to inflation. 

(c) the change in the value of money over time. 

(d) the price of one currency relative to another. 

(e) all of the above. 

 

4. WTO was set up on ____ 

A. 1st january 1995  B. 1st june 1985 

C.31st july 1995   D. 1ST JANUARY 2000 

 

5.Which one of the following is an argument for free trade. 

A. Protects doestic industries   B. Promotes self sufficiency 

C. Helps diversification of industries. D. Promotes efficient allocation of world resources 

6.  Theory of comparative advantage was presented by: 

A. Adam Smith B. Ricardo 



C. Hicks D. Arshad 

 

7.  Which is NOT an advantage of international trade: 

A. Export of surplus production B. Import of defence material 

C. Dependence on foreign countries D. Availability of cheap raw materials 

8. Exchange rates are determined in 

(a) the money market. 

(b) the foreign exchange market. 

(c) the stock market. 

(d) the capital market. 

(e) both (b) and (c) of the above. 

 

9. A deficits in India's balance of trade in recent time is due to___. 

A.  All of the glow.  B. Rise in price of crude oil.  C.  Increase in import.   D.  Reduction in export. 

10. Protectionist policy ____ 

A.  Encourages international specialization  B. Promotes global production 

C. Helps prevent dumping  D. reduces government intervention in trade. 

11. The highest authority of WTO IS _____ 

A. The minister conference   B. The trade policy review body 

C. The general council.   D. The dispute statement body 

12.  If Japan and Pakistan start free trade, difference in wages in two countries will: 

A. Increase B. Decrease 

C. No effect D. Double 

13.  Trade between two countries can be useful if cost ratios of goods are: 

A. Equal B. Different 

C. Undetermined D. Decreasing 

 

14.  Modern theory of international trade is based n the views of: 

A. Robbins and Ricardo B. Adam Smith and Marshall 



C. Heckcsher and Ohlin D. Saleem and Kareem 

15. Which of the following is not a NTB? 

A. voluntary export restrictions.  B. Local content requirement. 

C. Administrative barriers.  D. Tariff rate quotas. 

16. Foreign trade creates among countries: 

A. Conflicts B. Cooperation 

C. Hatred D. Both (a) & (b) 

 

17.  Net exports equal: 

A. Exports x Imports B. Exports + Imports 

C. Exports - Imports D. Exports of services only 

18.Although market trades are said to involve the buying and selling of currencies, most trades involve 

the buying and selling of 

(a) bank deposits denominated in different currencies. 

(b) SDRs. 

(c) gold. 

(d) ECUs. 

 

19. Intellectual property rights includes_____ 

A. all of the below    B. copyrights  

C. layout designer    D. trade marks 

20. The reduction is domestic consumption due to imposition of quota result in __ 

A. increase in government revenue  B. increase in consumers surplus 

C. loss of social welfare   D. increase in social welfare 

21.  A tariff is_____ 

A. A restriction on the number of export firms B. Limit on the amount of imported goods 

C. Tax and imports D. (b) and (c) of above 

 

22. Dumping refers to: 



A. Buying goods at low prices abroad and selling at higher prices locally B. Expensive goods selling for 

low prices 

C. Reducing tariffs D. Sale of goods abroad at low a price, below their cost and price in home market 

 

23.  According to Hecksher and Ohlin basic cause of international trade is: 

A. Difference in factor endowments B. Difference in markets 

C. Difference in political systems D. Difference in ideology 

 

24. The immediate (two-day) exchange of one currency for another is a 

(a) forward transaction. 

(b) spot transaction. 

(c) money transaction. 

(d) exchange transaction. 

(e) daily transaction. 

25.  All are advantages of foreign trade EXCEPT: 

A. People get foreign exchange B. Nations compete 

C. Cheaper goods D. Optimum utilisation of country's resources 

 

26.  Two countries can gain from foreign trade if: 

A. Cost ratios are different B. Tariff rates are different 

C. Price ratios are different D. (a) and (c) of above 

26.  International trade and domestic trade differ because of: 

A. Trade restrictions B. Immobility of factors 

C. Different government policies D. All of the above 

 

27. GATS stands for ____. 

A.  General agreement on trade in services.    

B. General agreement on tariff and services.  

C. Gerenal agreement on transport and services 



D. none of the above 

 

28. A country is said to be in debt trap if 

a) It  has to abide by the conditionality imposed by the International Monetary Fund 

b) It is required to borrow money to make interest payments on outstanding loans 

c) It has been refused loans or aid by creditors 

d) The World Bank charges a very high rate of interest on outstanding as well as new loans 

 

29.  Terms of trade of developing countries are generally unfavourable because: 

A. They export primary goods B. They import value added goods 

C. They export few goods D. (a) and (b) of above 

30. An agreement to exchange dollar bank deposits for euro bank deposits in one month is a 

(a) spot transaction. 

(b) future transaction. 

(c) forward transaction. 

(d) monthly transaction. 

(e) deposit transaction. 

31. The current account  in the balance of payments _. 

A.  Includes merchandise trade and services.   B. Is the total of all the visible items of trade.   

C. Includes borrowing.  D.  Includes autonomous and accommodating flows 

Answer A 

 

32.  Term of trade of a country show: 

A. Ratio of goods exported and imported B. Ratio of import duties 

C. Ratio of prices of exports and imports D. (a) and (c) of above 

 

33.  In a free trade world in which no restrictions exist, international trade will lead to: 

A. Reduced real living standard B. Decreased efficiency 

C. Increased efficiency D. Reduced real GDP 



 

34.  Govt. policy about exports and imports is called: 

A. Monetary policy B. Fiscal policy 

C. Commercial policy D. Finance policy 

 

35.  What would encourage trade between two countries: 

A. Different tax system B. Frontier checks 

C. National currencies D. Reduced tariffs 

36. Today 1 euro can be purchased for $1.10. This is the 

(a) spot exchange rate. 

(b) forward exchange rate. 

(c) fixed exchange rate. 

(d) money exchange rate. 

(e) financial exchange rate. 

 

37. Lower tariffs and quotas cause a country’s currency to __ in the __ run. 

(a) depreciate; short 

(b) appreciate; short 

(c) depreciate; long 

(d) appreciate; long 

 

38."Terms of trade" between two countries refer to a ratio of: 

A. Export prices to import prices B. Currency values 

C. Exports to imports D. Balance of trade to balance of payments 

 

39.  What would encourage trade between two countries? 

A. Different tax system B. Quality control 

C. Reduced tariffs D. Fixing import quotax 

 



40.  It is drawback of protection: 

A. Consumers have to pay higher prices B. Producerrs get higher profits 

C. Quality of goods may be affected D. All of the above 

 

41.  It is drawback of free trade: 

A. Prices of local goods rise B. Government looses income from custom duties 

C. National resources are underutilized D. (a) and (b) of above 

42. Which of the following are the components of balance of payments? 

Financial capital transfer 

External loan and investment 

Foreign institutional investment 

Issuing of external bonds 

a) 1, 2, and 3 only 

b) 2, 3, and 4 only 

c) 1, 4, and 3 only 

d) 1, 2, 3, 4. 

 

43. In an agreement to exchange dollars for euros in three months at a price of $0.90 per euro, the price 

is the 

(a) spot exchange rate. 

(b) money exchange rate. 

(c) forward exchange rate. 

(d) monthly exchange rate. 

(e) fixed exchange rate. 

44. Autonomous capital flows _____ others items in the balance  of payments.  

A.  Are independent of.   B. Depend on.   C.  Are related to.   D. Have impact on. 

45.  Gold standard means: 

A. Currency of the country is made of gold B. Paper currency is not used 

C. Currency of the country is freely convertible into gold D. (a) and (c) of above 



46.  Terms of trade of a country: 

A. Mean the trade agreement between trading countries B. Is another name of exchange ratio of two 

currencies 

C. Show the ratio between total export earnings and import bill of a country D. Are determined by the 

price index of export and import goods 

 

47. When the value of the British pound changes from $1.25 to $1.50, then 

(a) the pound has appreciated and the dollar has appreciated. 

(b) the pound has depreciated and the dollar has appreciated. 

(c) the pound has appreciated and the dollar has depreciated. 

(d) the pound has depreciated and the dollar has depreciated. 

 

48.  Pakistan's terms of trade: 

A. Have risen over past few years B. Have fallen over past few years 

C. Always remain above 100 D. Are determined by federal govt. 

49. The full form of TRIMs is __. 

A. Trade related investment measure.   B.  Trade related insurance measure.    

 C. Trade related investment method .  D. none of the above  

50. If the dollar __ from 5 Mexican pesos per dollar to 10 pesos per dollar, the peso __ from 

20 cents to 10 cents per peso. 

(a) appreciates; appreciates 

(b) appreciates; depreciates 

(c) depreciates; depreciates 

(d) depreciates; appreciates 

51.  Exchange value of Pak rupee against other currencies has fallen because: 

A. Our total exports are smaller B. Our imports are more than exports 

C. Exports are more than imports D. Pakistan does not produce gold 

52.  This is an advantage of foreign trade: 

A. We can preserve our natural resources B. New technology comes to the country 



C. People need not go abroad D. We can get foreign currencies 

 

53. Forward market in foregin exchange refers to ____market. 

A. short and long run  B. a short run  

C. a long run          D. a spot 

54.  This is NOT an advantage of foreign trade: 

A. We can get gold from abroad B. New technology comes to the country 

C. We can import goods which are in short supply in Pakistan D. We can made best use of natural 

resources 

55.Foreign trade: 

A. Increases employment opportunities B. Increases international mobility of labour 

C. Increases competition D. All of the above 

56. India adopts ___exchange rate system. 

A. managed flexibility  B.fixed exchange rate 

C. flexible exchange rate  D.none of the above 

43.  Foreign trade: 

A. Benefits developed countries B. Benefits underdeveloped countries 

C. Benefits democratic countries D. Benefits all countries 

 

57. Foreign trade has the advantage: 

A. Trading countries get foreign exchange B. Can import scarce raw materials 

C. Can import machinery and technology D. (b) and (c) of above 

 

 58. In the foreign exchange market, if the interest rate on foreign deposits decreases, holding 

everything 

else constant, 

(a) the expected return on foreign deposits increases. 

(b) the expected return schedule for foreign deposits shifts to the left. 

(c) the expected return schedule for foreign deposits shifts to the right. 



(d) both (a) and (b) of the above occur. 

 59. A decrease in the foreign interest rate shifts the expected return schedule for ___ deposits to 

the ___ and causes the domestic currency to appreciate. 

(a) domestic; right 

(b) domestic; left 

(c) foreign; right 

(d) foreign; left 

60. Speculators deals in ____ 

A. spot and forward exchange rate  B. only spot exchange rate 

C. only forward exchange rate      D. no of the above. 

61.  In foreign trade, Protection policy means: 

A. Restrictions on exports B. Restriction on transfer of foreign exchange 

C. Restrictions on imports D. All of the above 

62. Hedging refers to ____. 

A. the covering of a foregin exchange rate  B.foregin exchange speculation 

C. the acceptance of foregin exchange risk   D. interest rate arbitrages. 

63.  If a country decreases the external value of its currency, it will affect: 

A. Volume of exports B. Volume of imports 

C. General price level D. All of the above 

64. A country is said to be in debt trap if 

a) It  has to abide by the conditionality imposed by the International Monetary Fund 

b) It is required to borrow money to make interest payments on outstanding loans 

c) It has been refused loans or aid by creditors 

d) The World Bank charges a very high rate of interest on outstanding as well as new loans 

65.  The theory explaining trade between two countries is called: 

A. Comparative advantage B. Comparative bargain 

C. Comparative trade D. Comparative returns 

66.  The theory explaining trade between two countries is called: 

A. Comparative disadvantage theory B. Comparative cost theory 



C. Comparative trade theory D. None of the above 

 

67. Functions of forex market includes ____ 

A. all the below   B. provision of facilities for funds transfer 

C. trading         D. short terms finance. 

 

68. A ___ in the foreign interest rate shifts the RF 

 schedule to the right and causes the domestic 

currency to ___. 

(a) decline; depreciate 

(b) decline; appreciate 

(c) rise; depreciate 

(d) rise; appreciate 

 

69.  Trade between two countries takes place when: 

A. Cost ratios of commodities are equal B. Cost ratios of commodities are different 

C. Cost ratios of commodities are high D. Cost ratios of commodities are low 

70.  David Ricardo presented the theory of international trade called: 

A. Theory of absolute advantage B. Theory of comparative advantage 

C. Theory of equal advantage D. Theory of total advantage 

71. Vehicle currency is _____. 

A. a standard internationally accepted currency.  B. a currency of IMF 

C. a currency issued by RBI  D. none of the above. 

72.  Rich countries have deficit in their balance of payments: 

A. Sometimes B. Never 

C. Alternate years D. Always 

73. Which of the following is international trade: 

A. Trade between provinces   B. Trade between regions 

C. Trade between countries  D.(b) and (c) of above 



74.  Theory of comparative advantage was presented by: 

A. Adam Smith B. Ricardo 

C. Hicks D. Arshad 

75. If the dollar appreciates relative to the British pound, 

(a) British dishes will become cheaper in the United States. 

(b) American wheat will become cheaper in Great Britain. 

(c) British dishes will become more expensive in the United States. 

(d) no change will occur. 

 

76. Which is NOT an advantage of international trade: 

A.Export of surplus production  

B.Import of defence material 

C.Dependence on foreign countries  

D.Availability of cheap raw materials 

 

77. If Japan and Pakistan start free trade, difference in wages in two countries will: 

A.Increase B.Decrease 

C.No effect D.Double 

78. When a country’s currency depreciates, its goods abroad become ___ expensive while foreign 

goods in that country become ___ expensive. 

(a) more; less 

(b) more; more 

(c) less; less 

(d) less; more 

 

79. Trade between two countries can be useful if cost ratios of goods are: 

A.Equal      B.Different 

C.Undetermined D.Decreasing 

 



80. Unilateral flows in the balance of payment account refer to___ 

A.  Gifts and grant.  B. Capital flows.   C.  Visible goods flows. D.  Invisible flows of service  

The theory of purchasing power parity states that in the long run 

81.The current account  in the balance of payments _. 

A.  Includes merchandise trade and services.   B. Is the total of all the visible items of trade.  C. Includes 

borrowing.  D.  Includes autonomous and accommodating flows 

(a) exchange rates adjust to changes in relative interest rates. 

(b) exchange rates adjust to changes in relative productivity. 

(c) exchange rates adjust to changes in relative price levels. 

(d) none of the above. 

82. Exchange rates are determined in 

(a) the money market. 

(b) the foreign exchange market. 

(c) the stock market. 

(d) the capital market. 

(e) both (b) and (c) of the above. 

 

83. A deficits in India's balance of trade in recent time is due to___. 

A.  All of the glow.  B. Rise in price of crude oil.  

 C.  Increase in import.   D.  Reduction in export. 

 

84. Tariff expressed as either  a specific or an ad valorem rate ,whichever is higher,  is known as _ 

A. General tariff.   B.  Mixed tariff.   

 C. Compound tariff.   D.  Countervailing tariff. 

85.The immediate (two-day) exchange of one currency for another is a 

(a) forward transaction. 

(b) spot transaction. 

(c) money transaction. 

(d) exchange transaction. 



(e) daily transaction. 

86. An agreement to exchange dollar bank deposits for euro bank deposits in one month is a 

(a) spot transaction. 

(b) future transaction. 

(c) forward transaction. 

(d) monthly transaction. 

(e) deposit transaction. 

 

87. When did the World Trade Organisation come into effect? 

A. March 6, 1996 

B. April 8, 1994 

C. February 5, 1994 

D. January 1, 1995 

88.Total members in the WTO at present are? 

A 207 

B. 195 

C. 160 

D. 164 

 

89. Exchange rates are determined in 

(a) the money market. 

(b) NONE OF THE ABOVE. 

(c) the stock market. 

(d) the capital market. 

(e) both (b) and (c) of the above. 

 

90. If the dollar __ from 5 Mexican pesos per dollar to 10 pesos per dollar, the peso __ from 

20 cents to 10 cents per peso. 

(a) appreciates; appreciates 



(b) none of the above 

(c) depreciates; depreciates 

(d) depreciates; appreciates 

91.  Term of trade of a country show: 

A. Ratio of goods exported and imported B. Ratio of import duties 

C. none of the above D. (a) and (c) of above 

 

92. The theory explaining trade between two countries is called: 

A.none of the above B. Comparative bargain 

C. Comparative trade D. Comparative returns 

 

93. Which of the following statements is false 

A. India’s vote share in the International Monetary Fund is 10% 

B. Both the IMF & IBRD have headquarters in Washington 

C. IBRD is also known as World Bank 

D. Both IMF & World Bank are called Bretton Woods twins. 

 

94. ountervailing  tariff specially aim to___ 

A. Give preference to import from a custom union.  

B.  Retaliate to a  tariff imposed by a trading partner.  

C.  Neutralize the effects of subside  given to the producer in the exporting countries.  

D.  Counter dumping by other countries.  

95.Who is most recently appointed the Ambassador and Permanent Representative of India to WTO? 

a. JS Deepak 

b. TS Deepak 

c. Anwar Hussain Shaik 

d. Brajendra Navnit 

 

96. A system  that makes it mandatory for domestic products to use some  



proportion of domestic raw materials is known as _ 

A. Mixing quota.     B. Global qouta.    

 C.  Allocated qouta.     D. Import licensing. 

 

97. In a free trade world in which no restrictions exist, international trade will lead to: 

A. Reduced real living standard B. Decreased efficiency 

C. None of the above D. Reduced real GDP 

98.Speculators deals in ____ 

A. None od the above  B. only spot exchange rate 

C. only forward exchange rate      D. no of the above. 

 

99.Which of the following is not a NTB?  

A.  Voluntary export restriction.   B.  Local content requirement.   

C.  Administrative barriers.      D.  Tariff rate qoutas 

100. high one of the following NTBs prevent free movement of capital between countries ? 

A.  Preferential government procurement  

B.  Exchange controls  

C. Domestic subsidies  

D.  Local content requirement  

 

101. Which of the following is international trade: 

A.Trade between provinces   B. Trade between regions 

C. none of the above  D.(b) and (a) 

102. Unilateral flows in the balance of payment account refer to___ 

A. none of the above.  B. Capital flows.   C.  Visible goods flows. D.  Invisible flows of service  

The theory of purchasing power parity states that in the long run 

 

103.urchase of foreign currency by the monetary  authority __ the  appreciation of domestic currency.  

A.  Prevent  



B.  Aggravates 

C.  Lead to.  

 

104.On the basis of the size and composition of external debt, world bank has classified India as a  

A. heavily indebted country 

B.moderate indebted country 

C.Less indebted country 

D.Severely indebted country. 

 

105.NAFTA is an example of 

A.Common Market 

B.Customers Union 

C.Economic Community 

D.Free Trade Area 

 

106. Foreign trade: 

A. Increases employment opportunities B. Increases international mobility of labour 

C. Increases competition D. NONE of the above 

 

107 David Ricardo presented the theory of international trade called: 

A. Theory of absolute advantage B.NONE OF THE ABOVE 

C. Theory of equal advantage D. Theory of total advantage 

 

108. When the exchange rate for the Mexican peso changes from 9 pesos to the dollar to 10 pesos to 

the 

dollar, then 

A. the peso has appreciated and the dollar has appreciated. 

B. the peso has depreciated and the dollar has appreciated. 

C. the peso has appreciated and the dollar has depreciated. 



D. the peso has depreciated and the dollar has depreciated. 

 

109. At the beginning of 1980, the French franc was valued at 25 cents and in early 1988 it was valued at 

17.5 cents. Thus, from 1980 to 1988, the dollar ___ and the franc ___. 

(a) appreciated; appreciated 

(b) appreciated; depreciated 

(c) depreciated; depreciated 

(d) depreciated; appreciated 

110.The current account  in the balance of payments ____. 

A. NONE OF THE ABOVE.   B. Is the total of all the visible items of trade.   

C. Includes borrowing.  D.  Includes autonomous and accommodating flows 

 

111. PPP theory considers that good in different countries are __.    

  A. Identical.    B. Differential.   C. Superior.    D. None of the above     

112. There is a __ ____relationship between supply of foreign currency and the exchange rate.                 

  A. Direct.     B. Inverse.          C. Negative.     D. Indirect.        

 

113. ____ of goods result in demand for foreign currency.                                

 A. Import.     B.export.         C. Sale in domestic market.      D. none of the above. 

114. Exchange rate between two currencies is based on __.                         

 A. Purchasing power of two currencies   B. economic development of the  two nations.                          

 C. political stability in the two  countries.              D. none of the above 

Answer A 

 

115. This is NOT an advantage of foreign trade: 

A. none of the above B. New technology comes to the country 

C. We can import goods which are in short supply in Pakistan D. We can made best use of natural 

resources 

 



116. A deficits in India's balance of trade in recent time is due to____. 

A.  All of the glow.  B. Rise in price of crude oil.  

 C.  Increase in import.   D. none of the above. 

117. Under flexible exchange rate system the exchange rate is determined by _____      

  A.  market forces.                 B. Central Banks                              

  C. commercial banks.     D. none of the above.             

 

118. If Japan and Pakistan start free trade, difference in wages in two countries will: 

A. Increase B.     none of the above 

C. No effect D. Double 

119. __ Is not a feature of foreign exchange market.             

 A. limited geographical coverage  B. highly liquid market    

 C.huge value market.             D. none of the above.        

  

 120.It is drawback of free trade: 

A. Prices of local goods rise B. none od the above 

C. National resources are underutilized D. (a) and (c) of above 

 

121. The foreign exchange rate of a nation is influenced by  ___                 

 A. all of the below.    B. BoP    C.interest  rate.        D. speculation.                  

122. If the Japanese yen appreciates from one cent to two cents per yen, the dollar depreciates 

from __ to __ yen per dollar. 

(a) 100; 50 

(b) 10; 5 

(c) 5; 10 

(d) 50; 100 

 

123. If the exchange rate between the dollar and the euro changes from 1.0 to 1.1 euros per dollar, the 

(a) euro appreciates and the dollar depreciates. 



(b) dollar depreciates and the euro appreciates. 

(c) euro depreciates and the dollar appreciates. 

(d) dollar depreciates and the euro depreciates. 

 

124. If the dollar depreciates relative to the British pound 

(a) British dishes will become more expensive in the United States. 

(b) American computers will become less expensive in Great Britain 

(c) Swiss chocolate will become cheaper in the United States. 

(d) both (a) and (b) will occur. 

(e) both (b) and (c) will occur. 

125. A primary reason why nations conduct international trade is because: 

a. Some nations prefer to produce one thing while others produce another 

b. Resources are not equally distributed to all trading nations 

c. Trade enhances opportunities to accumulate profits 

d. Interest rates are not identical in all trading nations 

126. A main advantage of specialization results from: 

a. Economics of large scale production 

b. The specializing country behaving as a monopoly 

c. Smaller production runs resulting in lower unit costs. 

d. High wages paid to foreign worker 

127. International trade in goods and services is sometimes used as a substitute for all of the following 

except: 

a. International movements of capital. 

b. International movements of labor. 

c. International movements of technology 

d. Domestic production of different goods and services 

 

128. If a nation has an open economy it means that the nation: 

a. Allows private ownership of capital. 



b. Has flexible exchange rates 

c. Has fixed exchange rates 

d. Conducts trade with other countries 

129. International trade forces domestic firms to become more competitive in terms of: 

a. The introduction of new products 

b. Product design and quality  

c. Product price 

d. All of the above 

 

130. The movement to free international trade is most likely to generate short-term unemployment in 

which industries: 

a. Industries in which there are neither imports nor exports 

b. Import-competing industries. 

c. Industries that sell to domestic and foreign buyers 

d. Industries that sell to only foreign buyers  

131. International trade is based on the idea that: 

a. Exports should exceed imports 

 b. Imports should exceed exports 

 c. Resources are more mobile internationally than are goods 

d. Resources are less mobile internationally than are goods 

132. Arguments for free trade are sometimes disregarded by politicians because: 

a. Maximizing domestic efficiency is not considered important 

b. Maximizing consumer welfare may not be a chief priority 

c. There exist sound economic reasons for keeping one’s economy isolated from other 

 economies. 

d. Economists tend to favor highly protected domestic markets 

133. Which American industry has least been affected by import competition in recent years 

a. Automobiles 

b. Steel 



c. Radios and TVs 

d. Computer software 

 

134. The largest amount of trade with the United States in recent years has been conducted by: 

a. Canada 

b. Germany 

c. Mexico 

d. United Kingdom 

 

135. Increased foreign competition tend to 

a. Intensify inflationary pressure at home 

b. Induce falling output per worker-hour for domestic workers 

c. Place constraints on the wages of domestic workers 

d. Increase profits of domestic import-competing industries 

 

136. For the United States, exports plus imports are about __ of its gross national product: 

a. 5 percent b. 10 percent 

c. 25 percent d. 55 percent 

 

137. Major trading partners of the United States including all of the following countries except: 

a. Canada b. Mexico 

c. China d. North Korea 

138.NAFTA is an example of 

A.Common Market 

B.Customers Union 

C.Economic Community 

D.NONE OF THE ABOVE 

 

139.Transaction in foreign exchange market have become quiker due to__.                      



 A.  Advanced technology B. government initiative.                          

 C. IMF                               D. World Bank.                

 

140.The current account balance of BoP does not include__.   

A. FDI       

B. service exports 

 C. unilateral transfers 

D. non factor services.                         

141. The agreement on agriculture does not aim at   __.        

A.increasing exports subsidice   

 B.improving market access 

 C. reducing domestic subsidieS 

 D. reducing domestic support 

142. ___ Is not a part of unilateral transfer short term.       

A.loan B. gifts   C.donations  D. remittance buy worker       

  

143. The sum of the total export import demand elasticity must be  _.    

A.Greater than one     B.equal to one 

 C. zero     D. less than one.                

144. In the past several years, India's capital account balance was in __.       

A. Surplus  B. deficit 

C. balance  D. none of the above.           

 

145. When the value of the British pound changes from $1.25 to $1.50, then 

(a) the pound has appreciated and the dollar has appreciated. 

(b) the pound has depreciated and the dollar has appreciated. 

(c) NONE OF THE ABOVE 

(d) the pound has depreciated and the dollar has depreciated. 

146.  Pakistan's terms of trade: 



A. Have risen over past few years B.NONE OF THE ABOVE  

C. Always remain above 100 D. Are determined by federal govt. 

 

147. The full form of TRIMs is __. 

A. NONE OF THE ABOVE.   B.  Trade related insurance measure.    

 C. Trade related investment method .  D. none of the above  

 

148. If the dollar __ from 5 Mexican pesos per dollar to 10 pesos per dollar, the peso __ from 

20 cents to 10 cents per peso. 

(a) appreciates; appreciates 

(b  NONE OF THE ABOVE 

(c) depreciates; depreciates 

(d) depreciates; appreciatesv   

 

149. terms of trade? 

A. Net barter term of trade 

B. single factoral teram of trade 

C. double factoral terms of trade 

D. all of the above. 

 

150. Assumptions of richardos theory? 

A. technology is constant. 

B. transport cost is assumed to be nil. 

C. there are two countries and two somodities 

D. all of the above 

151. a commercial policy also referred to as a ____or ____. 

A. trade policy , international trade policy 

B. NONE OF THE ABOVE  

C.single factoral teram of trade 



D. double factoral terms of trade 

152.Pros of free trade policy. 

A. Competition 

B. consumer welfare 

C. demand 

D. all of the above. 

153. The _____ was signed to create the EU in 1993 

A. Treaty of maastricht 

B. treaty of rome 

C. treaty of lisbon 

D. treaty of landon 

 

154. The euro replaced the national currencies of 12 EU member nations in the year____ 

A. 1997 

B. 2002 

C. 2000 

D. 1995 

155. ASEAN was formed in  

A. 1967 

B. 1945 

C. 1999 

D. 2000 

156. The aim of ABIF is to establish 

A. Banking intergration is ASEAN 

B. food security in ASEAN 

C. free labour market in ASEAN 

D. None of the above. 

 

157. Structure of BoP 



A. trade account of balance 

B. current account balance 

C. capatial ammount balance 

D. all of the above. 

 

158. current account balance 

A. Export of service 

B. import of service 

C. unilateral payment 

D. all of the above. 

 

159.  _____ is not included in the wholesale foregin exchange market 

A. Small investor  

B. RBI 

C. FII  

D. Commercial bank 

160. Speculation in foregin exchange market refers to_____ 

A. Accepting risk to make profits 

B. hedging 

C. all aof the above  

D. none of the above. 

 

161. Negative impact? 

A. Irrational speculation 

B. balance of payment problems 

C. effect on economic growth 

D. all of the above  

 

162. ____helps to equalize the exchange rate in all part of the foregin exchange market 



A. Speculation 

B. hedging 

C. all of the above 

D. none of the above 

163. Posiitive impacts____ 

A. Reduce expenditure 

B. monetary autonomy 

C. increase in investment 

D. all of the above 

164. Objective of AFTA? 

A. To encourage FDI in the region 

B. To promote regional peace and stability 

C. to remove traffs 

D. all off the above 

165. Reasons of Brexit? 

A. Economic slowdown in EU  

B. Need of sovereignty 

C. Problem of immigrants 

D. all of the above 

166. IN the past several years , india's net invisibles were in _____ 

A. surplus 

B. deficit 

C. balance 

D. none of the above 

 

167. The sum of the total export import demand elasticity must be_____ 

A. Grater than one  

B. equal to one 

C. zero 



D. less than one  

 

168. Tariffs and quotas are imposed on imports correct BoP deficit are called as____meassured 

A. direct 

B. indirect 

C. passive  

D. all of  the above. 

169. In the past several years, india's capital account balance was in _____ 

A. Surplus deficit 

B. balance  

C. deficit  

D. none of the anove. 

170. _____has given mandate to negotitate multilateral rules relating to services 

A. WTO 

B. IMF 

C. ADB 

D.World bank 

 

171. International trade increase the welfare of _____ 

A. All participating countries 

B. only exporting countries 

C. only importing countries 

D. none of the above 

 

172. According to David Ricardo , international trade is beneficial under ________cost 

A. Comparative 

B. absolute  

C. equal difference in cost 

D. none ofthe above  



 

173. A feasible effect of international trade is that a (an): 

a. Monopoly in the home market becomes an oligopoly in the world market 

b. Oligopoly in the home market becomes a monopoly in the world market 

c. Purely competitive firm in the home market becomes an oligopolist 

d. Purely competitive firm in the home market becomes a monopolist 

 

174. International trade in goods and services tends to: 

a. Increase all domestic costs and prices 

b. Keep all domestic costs and prices at the same level 

c. Lessen the amount of competition facing home manufacturers 

d. Increase the amount of competition facing home manufacturers 

 

175. The real income of domestic producers and consumers can be increased by: 

a. Technological progress, but not international trade 

b. International trade, but not technological progress 

c. Technological progress and international trade 

d. Neither technological progress nor international trade 

176. For the United States, commercial jetliners are: 

a. Imported, but not exported 

b. Exported, but not imported 

c. Imported and exported 

d. Neither exported nor imported  

 

177. The opportunity cost of one DVD in South Korea is: 

a. One-half ton of steel 

b. One ton of steel 

c. One and one-half tons of steel 

d. Two tons of steel 



 

178. According to the principle of absolute advantage; Japan should: 

a. Export steel 

b. Export DVDs 

c. Export steel and DVDs 

d. There is no basis for gainful specialization and trade 

 

179. According to the principle of comparative advantage: 

a. South Korea should export steel 

b. South Korea should export steel and DVDs 

c. Japan should export steel 

d. Japan should export steel and DVDs 

180. Mercantilism 

a. Is the philosophy of free international trade. 

b. Was a system of export promotion and barriers to imports practiced by governments. 

c. Was praised by Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations. 

d. Both (a) and (c). 

 

181. The classical trade theories of Smith and Ricardo predict that 

a. Countries will completely specialize in the production of export goods. 

b. Considerable trade will occur between countries with different levels of technology 

c. Small countries could obtain all of the gains from trade when trading with large countries 

d. All of the above. 

 

182. The gains from international trade are closely related to: 

a. The labor theory of value 

b. How much the autarky price differs from international terms of trade change 

c. The fact that a country must lose from trade. 

d. All of the abovE 



183. According to the classical theory of international trade: 

a. Only countries with low wages will export 

b. Only countries with high wages will import 

c. Countries with high wages will have higher prices 

d. All the above are false  

184. A ___ in the foreign interest rate shifts the RF schedule to the ___ and causes the domestic 

currency to depreciate. 

a decline; right 

b decline; left 

c rise; right 

d rise; left 

 

185.Differences in environmental standards or other government regulations among nations 

a. have no impact on patterns of international trade 

b. have tended to make U.S. steel companies more competitive internationally 

c. can affect production costs and thus alter comparative advantages and trade patterns 

d. have been eliminated by the nations participating in NAFTA 

 

186. Declining costs per unit of output results from international trade especially if: 

a. International trade affords producers monopoly power. 

b. National governments levy import tariffs and quotas. 

c. Producing goods entails increasing costs. 

d. economies of scale exist for producers.  

 

187. Who is most recently appointed the Ambassador and Permanent Representative of India to WTO? 

a. JS Deepak 

b. TS Deepak 

c. Anwar Hussain Shaik 

d. none of the above 



 

188. A system  that makes it mandatory for domestic products to use some  

proportion of domestic raw materials is known as _ 

A. none of the below     B. Global qouta.    

 C.  Allocated qouta.     D. Import licensing. 

189. By reducing the volume of trade, transportation costs tend to 

a. stop the process of product price equalization and factor price equalization before they 

 are complete  

b. ensure that the process of product price equalization and factor price equalization are 

 complete 

c. eliminate all of the feasible gains from international trade 

d. maximize all of the feasible gains from international trade 

 

190. If tastes are identical between countries, then comparative advantage is determined by: 

a. supply conditions only. 

b. demand conditions only. 

c. supply and demand conditions. 

d. can’t tell without more information.  

 

191.Single factor terms of trade indicate incresed capacity of_____ 

A. efficiency of factor of production of ecport goods 

B. export price 

C. import price 

D. demand for imports 

 

192. Cons of free trade policy 

A. PROBLEM DUMPING 

B. OVERDEPENDENCE 

C. ALL OF THE ABOVE  



D. NONE OF THE ABOVE 

193. In his empirical tests, Wassily Leontief used an input-output table to 

a. calculate the capital and labor required to produce $1 million of U.S. exports and imports. 

b. calculate the labor productivity of American workers relative to foreign workers. 

c. calculate the capital productivity of American capital relative to foreign capital. 

d. all of the above 

194. In his empirical test of comparative advantage, Wassily Leontief found that 

a. U.S. exports are capital intensive relative to U.S. imports 

b. U.S. imports are labor intensive relative to U.S. exports 

c. U.S. exports are neither labor nor capital intensive 

d. none of the above 

 

195. Leontief’s results were considered paradoxical because the United Stated was believed to be 

a. technologically efficient relative to the rest of the world 

b. capital abundant relative to the rest of the world 

c. labor abundant relative to the rest of the world 

d. all of the above 

 

196. According to the Heckscher-Ohlin model 

a. everyone automatically gains from trade 

b. the gainers from trade outnumber the losers from trade 

c. the scarce factor necessarily gains from trade 

d. none of the above  

 

197. Flexible exchange create _____ in importers and exporters. 

A. Uncertainty 

B. confidence 

C. safety 

D. none of the above 



198. A tax of 20 cents per unit of imported cheese would be an example of a (an): 

a. Compound tariff 

b. Effective tariff 

c. Ad valorem tariff 

d. Specific tariff 

 

199. A tax of 15 percent per imported item would be an example of a (an): 

a. Ad valorem tariff 

b. Specific tariff 

c. Effective tariff 

d. Compound tariff 

 

200. Which type of tariff is expressly forbidden by the U.S. Constitution? 

a. Import tariff 

b. Export tariff 

c. Specific tariff 

d. Ad valorem tariff 

 

201. Which trade policy results in the government levying both a specific tariff and an ad-valorem 

tariff on imported goods: 

a. Compound tariff 

b. Nominal tariff 

c. Effective tariff 

d. Revenue tariff 

 

202. Specific tariffs are collected as*a. fixed amount of money per unit traded 

b. a percentage of the price of the product 

c. a percentage of the quantity of imports 

d. all of the above 



 

203. Most tariffs have------- 

a. only revenue effects 

b. only protective effects 

c. both protective and revenue effects 

d. neither protective or revenue effects 

 

204. The effective rate of protection 

a. distinguishes between tariffs that are effective and those that are ineffective 

b. is the minimum level at which a tariff becomes effective in limiting imports 

c. shows how effective a tariff is in raising revenue for the government 

d. shows the increase in value added for domestic production that a particular tariff structure 

makes possible, in percentage terms 

205. Autonomous capital flows _____ others items in the balance  of payments.  

A.  Are independent of.   B. Depend on.   C.  Are related to.   D. Have impact on. 

 

206.  Gold standard means: 

A. Currency of the country is made of gold B. Paper currency is not used 

C. Currency of the country is freely convertible into gold D. (a) and (c) of above 

 

207. A tariff can _________ raise a country’s welfare 

a. never 

b. sometimes 

c. always 

d. none of the above 

 

208.In developed countries, tariffs on raw materials tend to be 

a. highest of all 

b. higher than on manufactured goods 



c. equal to tariffs on manufactured goods 

d. lower than on manufactured goods  

 

209. If a tariff and import quota lead to equivalent increases in the domestic price of steel, then: 

a. the quota results in efficiency reductions but the tariff does not 

b. the tariff results in efficiency reductions but the quota does not 

c. they have different impacts on how much is produced and consumed 

d. they have different impacts on how income is distributed 

 

210. If a tariff and import quota lead to equivalent increases in the domestic price of steel, then: 

a. the quota results in efficiency reductions but the tariff does not 

b. the tariff results in efficiency reductions but the quota does not 

c. they have identical impacts on how much is produced and consumed 

d. they have identical impacts on how income is distributed  

 

211. For advanced countries such as the United States, tariffs on imported raw materials tend to be 

a. equal to tariffs on imported manufactured goods 

b. lower than tariffs on imported manufactured goods 

c. higher than tariffs on imported manufactured goods 

d. the highest of all tariffs 

 

212. Quotas are government imposed limits on the ________ of goods trade between countries. 

a. prices 

b. quantity 

c. revenue 

d. costs 

 

213. ________ are quotas that lead to a complete abolishment of trade. 

a. embargoes 



b. voluntary export restraints 

c. nontariff barriers 

d. orderly marketing agreements 

214. Similar to import tariffs, import quotas tend to result in 

a. higher prices and reduced imports 

b. increased government revenue 

c. increased consumer surplus 

d. decreased producer surplus 

215. The welfare effects of a quota depend to a considerable extent upon 

a. who has the quota license 

b. the size of the quota 

c. elasticities of domestic demand and supply 

d. all of the above  

216. Governments around the world tend to auction quota licenses 

a. never 

b. seldom 

c. often 

d. always 

217. A(n) __________ is an example of a quota where foreigners hold quota licenses. 

a. export quota 

b. embargo 

c. auction quota 

d. tariff quota 

218. International dumping may involve 

a. selling goods to foreigners at a price below that charged domestic consumers 

b. selling goods to foreigners at a price below the cost of production 

c. antidumping duties being levied on the imported, dumped goods 

d. all of the above 

 



219. Nontariff trade barriers could include all of the following except 

a. domestic content laws 

b. government procurement policies 

c. health, safety, and environmental standards 

d. antidumping/countervailing duties applied to imports 

 

220. A production subsidy that is granted to a producer of an import-competing good 

a. does not require governmental taxes to finance it 

b. yields the same deadweight welfare loss as an import tariff or import quota 

c. has only a consumption effect deadweight loss 

d. has only a protective effect deadweight loss 

 

221. The form of international price discrimination (dumping) normally associated with economic 

recession or excess inventories in the exporting nation is known as 

a. predatory dumping 

b. sporadic dumping 

c. persistent dumping 

d. year-end dumping 

 

222. The form of dumping that represents the greatest potential net welfare loss the for importing 

nation is 

a. predatory dumping 

b. sporadic dumping 

c. persistent dumping 

d. year-end dumping 

 

223. ______ occurs when a firm disposes on foreign markets a temporary increase in inventories 

caused by unforeseen changes in supply and demand conditions in the home economy 

a. sporadic dumping 



b. predatory dumping 

c. persistent dumping 

d. foreign dumping 

 

224. According to the cost-based definition of dumping, dumping occurs when a firm sells a product 

abroad at a price that is less than 

a. average total cost 

b. average variable cost 

c. average fixed cost 

d. marginal cost 

 

225. In 1980 the U.S. imposed export quotas on grain sold to the Soviet Union in response to its 

armed invasion of Afghanistan. If other nations do not increase grain exports to the Soviets, all 

the following would likely occur except: 

a. Grain prices would rise in the Soviet Union 

b. Consumer surplus would decrease for the Soviets 

c. Grain prices would rise in the United States 

d. Export revenues would decrease for U.S. producers 

 

226. Referring to the above question, the embargo was mainly resisted by: 

a. U.S. grain consumers and producers of bread 

b. U.S. farmers and grain companies 

c. Grain producers in foreign countries 

d. Grain consumers in foreign countries 

 

227Concerning economic sanctions, export embargos induce greater losses in consumer surplus for 

the target country the: 

a. lesser its initial dependence on foreign produced goods 

b. more elastic the target country demand schedule 



c. greater the available output from alternative suppliers 

d. more inelastic the target country supply schedule 

 

228. During the post-World War II era: 

a. Nontariff barriers (NTBs) and tariffs have increased in relative importance 

b. NTBs and tariffs have decreased in relative importance 

c. NTBs have increased and tariffs have decreased in relative importance 

d. NTBs have decreased and tariffs have increased in relative importance 

 

229. The strongest political pressure for a trade policy that results in higher protectionism comes 

from: 

a. domestic workers lobbying for import restrictions 

b. domestic workers lobbying for export restrictions 

c. domestic consumers lobbying for export restrictions 

d. domestic consumers lobbying for import restrictions 

 

230. The average tariff rate today on dutiable imports into the United States is approximately: 

a. 4 percent of the value of imports 

b. 15 percent of the value of imports 

c. 20 percent of the value of imports 

d. 25 percent of the value of imports 

 

231. The institutional framework developed in 1947 to promote trade liberalization is known as 

a. the WTO 

*b. the GATT 

c. the IMF 

d. the World Bank 

 

232. According to the United States, ________ is the number one violator of intellectual property 



rights 

a. Canada 

b. Australia 

c. Japan 

d. China 

 

233. The trade adjustment assistance program results in the U.S. government 

a. imposing tariffs on goods from countries that do not practice fair trade 

b. imposing quotas on goods from countries that do not practice fair trade 

c. providing financial assistance and training to workers who lose jobs because of rising 

 imports 

d. buying the assets of companies that are driven out of business by foreign competition 

 

234. Section 301 of the 1974 Trade Act emphasized 

a. unfair trading practices of U.S. trading partners 

b. the use of industrial policies 

c. wage differentials of developing countries and advanced countries 

d. the welfare effects of import quotas 

 

235. Concerning U.S. trade law, Section 301 cases involve allegations of 

a. foreign export subsidies 

b. foreign income taxes on corporations 

c. foreign monopoly dumping 

d. foreign barriers to American exports 

 

 

 

 

236. _____ are quotas that result in a total prohibition of trade 



a. embargoes 

b. tariff-rate quotas 

c. voluntary export restraints 

d. nontariff barriers 

 

237. Allegations of foreign company dumping in the United States result in investigations by the U.S. 

a. Department of Justice 

b. Treasury Department 

c. Interior Department 

d. Commerce Department and the International Trade Commission 

 

238. The result of antidumping tariffs is to 

a. increase consumer surplus in the importing country 

b. decrease producer surplus in the importing country 

c. impose a price floor on foreign prices in the importing country 

d. impose a price ceiling on foreign prices in the importing country 

 

239. The effect of the most-favored-nation (normal trade relations) clause is to 

a. eliminate all tariffs between countries 

b. increase all tariff rates between countries 

c. maintain a nondiscriminatory structure of tariffs 

d. maintain a discriminatory structure of tariffs 

 

240. The organization that currently establishes rules of conduct for firms engaging in international 

trade is the 

a. World Bank 

b. International Trade Commission 

c. Department of Justice 

d. World Trade Organization 



 

241. The theory of ______ suggests that government can assist domestic companies in capturing 

economic profits from foreign competitors 

a. international dumping 

b. countervailing duties 

c. strategic trade policy 

d. export promotion policy 

 

242. Which industrialization policy have developing countries used which places emphasis on the 

comparative advantage principle as a guide to resource allocation: 

a. export promotion 

b. import substitution 

c. international commodity agreements 

d. multilateral contracts 

 

243. A widely used indicator to differentiate developed countries from developing countries is: 

a. international trade per capita 

*b. real income per capita 

c. unemployment per capita 

d. calories per capita 

 

244. Concerning the hypothesis that there has occurred a long-run deterioration in the developing 

countries’ terms of trade, empirical studies provide: 

a. mixed evidence that does not substantiate the deterioration hypothesis 

b. overwhelming support for the deterioration hypothesis 

c. overwhelming opposition to the deterioration hypothesis 

d. any of the above 

 

245. For the oil-importing countries, the increases in oil prices in 1970s and early 2000s contributed 



to all of the following except: 

a. balance of trade deficits 

b. price inflation 

c. constrained economic growth 

d. improving terms of trade  

 

246. To be considered a good candidate for an export cartel, a commodity should: 

a. be a manufactured good 

b. be a primary product 

c. have a high price elasticity of supply 

d. have a low price elasticity of demand 

 

247. To be considered a good candidate for an export cartel, a commodity should: 

a. be a manufactured good 

b. be a primary product 

c. have a low price elasticity of supply 

d. have a high price elasticity of demand 

 

248. To help developing nations strengthen their international competitiveness, many industrial 

nations have granted non-reciprocal tariff reductions to developing nations under the: 

a. international commodity agreements program 

b. multilateral contract program 

c. generalized system of preferences program 

d. export-led growth program 

 

249. All of the following are trade problems of developing countries except 

a. unstable export markets 

b. improving terms of trade 

c. limited access to the markets of industrial countries 



d. highly elastic demand curves for their products 

 

250. The NAFTA is a: 

a. monetary union 

b. free trade area 

c. common market 

d. customs union 

 

 


